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Garrison and Vaughn 2008

Social Cognitive Teaching

Primary principle



Community of Practice

Social presence  + social interaction  = social learning (Tu, 2002)



Critical Friendship Groups

Picture with groups  interacting maybe with laptop visible?



Belonging and Trust

Core Conditions

Empathy

Acceptance (UPR)

Genuineness 

(Rogers,  1989)

Assumptions of Andragogy

•Self direction

•Self development

•Problem centred

•Motivation

•Use of own experience

(Knowles et al, 2005)



Online space
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13 responses

Using Posterous



Peer review of drafts



Success and Tensions



Student quotes

their support 

improves 

confidence

I couldn’t 

do it 

without 

them

I couldn’t 

do it 

without 

them

...my uncertain nature has 
needed this reinforcing 
support ……. it is going to 
become a vital part of our 
success on the course. ….

as critical friends we as critical friends we as critical friends we as critical friends we 

support  and support  and support  and support  and 

challenge each otherchallenge each otherchallenge each otherchallenge each other

to be able to reflect to be able to reflect to be able to reflect to be able to reflect 

more deeplymore deeplymore deeplymore deeply

There’s a 
positive group 
identity, I feel 
part of  the 
group

This 
relationship is 
essential


